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0   KANEKA he's riow~firhtly secured its leading 
   position in Japan's~cherriicalindustry; and ~ 
• enjoys a high intern8iioria6 reputation riot 
   only 'for. its capability of offering uriique,. 
   high-quality products .in quick succession ,; 
   but also for its restablishrnent:of techriical' '
    know-ho"w in various field of technology:' 
   KANEKA's unique: high ,quality products are 
    as follows..."'Kanekalon; '; a'self-extinguish-
   ing modacrylic fiber arfdis booming for its<' 
   suitability acid nonfiammability for carpets 
    curtains and wigs.;. "Karje>AceB;'.PVC 
   .modifier, isnow iri brisk;wbrld-wide'demand.    "PVC Dispersion Resin' "kleat Resistant 
   PVC," "Expandable Polystyrehe,"and so on. 
   A variety of epochal projects are now under 
 S' way at our1Q labisratories fara}iead'in the 
~'t saifiefield: Both at home •arid ahroed , 
,',~ 
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Proceedings of the //International Symposium, Florence, April 1971
edited by F. Ricca 
University of Turin, Italy
April 1972, xvi}464 pp., £6.50
This volume deals with 
fundamental problems in 
adsorption as distinctfrom 
catalysis and solid reactivity. They 
are structured in'hree subsections 
which are devoted to theoretical 
studies on physisorption, to
particle beams, and to 
chemisorption of gases by mete Is. 
These subsections give particular 
attention to some of the most 
recent concepts and experimental 





Proceedings of the /V Internationa/Symposium, F/ore
edited by T. A. Giorgi 
and P. delta Porta 
Milan, Italy 
Apri11972,xiv}400 pp., £5.75
These proceedings report four 
years' intensive research work into 
problems and phenomena 
connected with residual gases in 
electron tubes. Modern trends in 
electron tube manufacture are 
closely pursued with particular 
attention given to residual gas 
problems in colour television 
picture tubes, special tubes a nd 
photo-elechonic devices.
nce, Apri/ 1971 
The papers also cover residual gas 
problems in lamps; a new and 
rapidly increasingficld of study, 
which far the first time has been 
investigated in depth. Descriptions 
of the latest Bettering techniques 
designed to overcome the harmful 
effects of u nwanted gases i n both 
electron tubes and lamps are 
included.





edited by F. C. Tomkins 
The Feredey Society 
London, England 
1971, 270 pp., £5.50
This Special Discussion represents 
the first of a new series on physical
chemistry topics of scientific and 
industrial importance and 
timeliness. Following the well-
knownpattern ofthe Faraday 
Society's General Discussions it 
had the advantage of preprinted 
papers, thus allowing for
important debates on the work 
submitted. 
The papers and a report of the 
ensuing discussion are contai ned 
in this volu me, which forms a 
valuable reference work on the 
most recent concepts and 
experimental work undertaken by 
international authorities.
Academic 
London and New Vork
Press
24.28 Oval Road 
London NW1, England
O
711 Fifth Avenue, New York 
NY 10003. USA
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   Single crystals of HORIBA., offered as complete products 
impurity absorption, Lave aquired worldwide reputations. 
   Our scintillators, such as tiaI (TI), CsI (Tl) or CaIz are also 
by the nuclear scientists, for [he established qualities.
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   KRS-5 is a compound single crystal of TII and TIBr, 
   and TIBr. 
++ g/100 gr water a[ normal temperature.
and KRS-6 is a compound single crystal of TICI
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